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To All SFC Coaches: 

The purpose of the SFC Club Playing Concept is to mould the “complete” player by giving all young players
an education in the understanding and application of the Principles of Play, as well as training basic and
advanced tactical behaviours. Surrey Football Club is a “player first” club, where our goal is to provide an
environment where players can move up the pathway comfortably, with the appropriate technical, tactical,
mental, and physical aptitude.

This platform will assist in instilling a solid tactical understanding of the game with the intention of
promoting players to reach higher levels of the game (SFC Select/Metro Teams, BCSPL teams, Whitecaps
Prospects Programs, Provincial Teams, National Youth Teams, as well as, University and College Teams).

Implementing a Club Playing Concept will allow the Club to create a clear path for the team and player
development. Using a common playing style will also provide a transparent set of training guidelines and
objectives for all SFC coaches and players that will allow a seamless transition between age groups,
coaching staffs, levels of play and programs.

More importantly, the Club Playing Concept will aid in building a Club culture and identity. Having common
training objectives in a club-wide playing style will enable coaches to network and form relationships
amongst each other that can be a catalyst for sharing ideas, discussing the game, supporting each other on
the field.

SFC playing style will directly correlate to the BCSPL Club License Technical Resources Curriculum 2.0. As a
club, we will ensure that both documents are being followed, and influenced on our teams in the BCSPL as
well as our development programs feeding into the BCSPL.
https://bcsoccer.net/bc-soccer-premier-league-and-club-license

The Club Playing Concept will be designed with a building-block approach and will be implemented for
teams in the Under 9-Under 18 age groups. All Under 9 to Under 12 teams, as well as the Under 13 to Under
18 Metro and Division 1 team, will be required to play this in this style. Divisional house teams and other non-
selected teams will be strongly encouraged to adhere to the Playing Concept, but participation will not be
mandatory.

The Club will support the implementation and training of the Playing Concept through in-Club team
development programs and coaching seminars/workshops with the Pegasus Technical Leads, and staff,
lead by the Technical Director.

This is an exciting time for the Club and I thank all of you for your continued support of the Club’s
programming and initiatives. Lastly, we thank you for your continued dedication and commitment to the
development of all of our players.
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Can operate as either a “direct” or” indirect” play
There are a variety of different shapes within the 1-4-3-3 framework
Several different tactical schemes can be created through the basic 1-4-3-3 shape
Converts easily from 1-4-3-3 to 1-4-5-1
Converts easily from 1-4-3-3 to 1-3-4-3
Converts easily from 1-4-3-3 to 1-4-4-2
Demands understanding and implementation of movement and support
Protects major supply and scoring areas in defending half of the field
“Early” and “high” width can be established on gaining possession
Movement, inter-change and positioning “between” opponents causes marking difficulties for defending
teams.
Accommodates 3 forward players
Three midfield players can be changed/inverted to provide marking problems for opponents
Three midfield players often outnumber opponents for attacking build-ups and defensive responsibilities
Two of the three midfield players have the freedom to attack leaving “security” behind
A zonal back 4 covers the width of the field more economically and quickly, and defenders are generally
in closer proximity to each other to provide support when and if necessary.

The SFC Playing Concept is an efficient and economical possession-based, attacking-minded, but
defensively responsible, style of play. It will stress inter-passing and intelligent and timely support and
movement in order to provide goal-scoring opportunities by penetrating from wide positions on the field if
appropriate counter-attacking possibilities are denied.

All Under 9-Under 10 (7v7) teams will play in a 1-2-1-3 formation that will build the principles and
foundations leading to the 1-4-3-3 formation.

All Under 11-Under 12 (8v8) teams will play in a 1-3-1-3 formation that will build on the 7v7 game and
will further enhance the principles and foundations leading to the 1-4-3-3.

All Under 13-Under 18 (11v11) teams will play in a 1-4-3-3 formation that will build on the 7v7 and 8v8
game and will further enhance the understanding and application of the principles of play and will lay
a foundation of overall tactical understanding and behaviours for teams, team units and individual
players.

Why the 1-4-3-3 Formation?

The 1-4-3-3 is the chosen shape and formation from which players will be trained. Aside from its
versatility and ability to create immediate balance, width and depth through its basic shapes, the 1-4-
3-3- formation also offers the following benefits:
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Style of Play
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Zonal back 4 (#2, #3, #5, #4). Play “flat” in defending situations in order to keep attackers in front of
them at all times and to compact the field. In attacking situations, fullbacks get wide and push up the
field while centre backs “split” to balance off fullback movements
One “holding” central midfield player (#6) who sits in the central “pocket” to support attacks and acts as
a “sweeper” in front of the back 4 in defending situations.
Two attacking central midfield players (#8, #10) who should look to play penetrating passes in behind
the opposition’s back 4 to the forwards and should also look to combine with the central striker (#9) in
the attack. They are responsible for pressing the opponent’s back 4 and doubling down on the
opponent’s MF players in defending situations.
Striker (#9) plays primarily as a “target” player to combine with attacking MF players and wingers. The
striker should stay high on the last centre back(s) and look to position themselves between the centre
backs. In defending situations, the striker is responsible for pressing the opponent’s back 4 and doubling
down on MF players when necessary.
Two wingers who immediately get “High”, “Wide” and “In-line” with the last defender in attacking
situations. Wingers will also press the opponents back 4 and will trackback/double down in defending
situations, as needed (#7, #11). Wingers may be required to support the attack from slightly more
central positions due to playing with one less central MF player

1-4-3-3 Standard Attacking Shape

The following are general characteristics of the 1-4-3-3 standard attacking shape:
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Zonal back 4 (#2, #3, #5, #4). Play identical to the demands in the other formations/attacking shapes.
Two “holding” central midfield players (#6, #8) who sit in the central “pockets” to support in attacking
situations and acts as “sweepers” in front of the back 4 in defending situations.
One “shadow striker” (#10) who moves and plays off of the high striker (#9) starting in a deeper midfield
position. The “shadow striker” must be a creative attacking player who can effectively play a two-way
game.
Striker (#9) plays primarily as a “target” player to combine with attacking MF players and wingers. The
striker should stay high on the last centre back(s) and look to position themselves between the centre
backs. In defending situations, the striker is responsible for pressing the opponent’s back 4 and doubling
down on MF players when necessary.
Two wingers who immediately get “High”, “Wide” and “In-line” with the last defender in attacking
situations. Wingers will also press the opponents back 4 and will trackback/double down in defending
situations, as needed (#7,#11)

1-4-3-3 Inverted MF Attacking Shape

The following are general characteristics of the 1-4-3-3 inverted MF attacking shape:
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Zonal back 4 (#2, #3, #5, #4). Play identical to the demands in the other formations/attacking shapes.
Two “holding” central midfield players (#6, #8) who sit in the central “pockets” to support attacks and
acts as “sweepers” in front of the back 4 in defending situations.
One “shadow striker” (#10) who moves and plays off of the high striker (#9) starting in a deeper midfield
position. The “shadow striker” must be a creative attacking player who can effectively play a two-way
game.
Striker (#9) plays primarily as a “target” player to combine with attacking MF players and wingers. The
striker should stay high on the last centre back(s) and look to the position between the centre backs. In
defending situations, the striker is responsible for pressing the opponent’s back 4 and doubling down on
MF players when necessary.
Two wingers (#7, #11) play in a lower midfield role where they have more defending responsibilities and
need to link quickly and efficiently with the fullbacks (#2, #3) in attacking and defending situations.
Wingers will also press the opponents back 4 and will trackback/double down in defending situations, as
needed.

1-4-4-2 Standard Attacking Shape

The following are general characteristics of the 1-4-4-2 standard attacking shape:
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Zonal back 4 (#2, #3, #5, #4). Play identical to the demands in the other formations/attacking shapes.
One “holding” central midfield player (#6) who sits in the central “pocket” to support attacks and acts as
“sweepers” in front of the back 4 in defending situations.
One “shadow striker”/attacking MF player (#8) who moves and plays off of the twin strikers starting in a
deeper midfield position. The “shadow striker” must be a creative attacking player who can effectively
play a two-way game.
Two strikers (#9, #10) play primarily as high and low “targets” players to combine with attacking MF
players and wingers. The “high” striker should stay high on the last centre back(s) and look to position
themselves between the centre backs. The strikers should work closely off of each other to move across
the width of the field and cycle off of each other during MF build-ups to show for the ball.
Two wingers (#7, #11) drop into a midfield role where they have more defending responsibilities and
need to link quickly and efficiently with the fullbacks (#2, #3) in attacking and defending situations...
Wingers will also press the opponents’ back 4 and will trackback/double down in defending situations,
as needed.

1-4-4-2 Diamond MF Attacking Shape

The following are general characteristics of the 1-4-4-2 standard attacking shape:
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Zonal back 4 (#2, #3, #5, #4). Play identical to the demands in the other formations/attacking shapes.
One “holding” central midfield player (#6) who sits in the central “pocket” to support attacks and acts as
a “sweeper” in front of the back 4 in defending situations.
Two attacking central midfield players (#8, #10) who should look to play penetrating passes in behind
the opposition’s back 4 to the forwards and should also look to combine with the central striker (#9) in
the attack. They are responsible for pressing the opponent’s back 4 and doubling down on the
opponent’s MF players in defending situations.
Striker (#9) plays primarily as a “target” player to combine with attacking MF players and wingers. The
striker should stay high on the last centre back(s) and look to position themselves between the centre
backs. In defending situations, the striker is responsible for pressing the opponent’s back 4 and doubling
down on MF players when necessary.
Two wingers (#7, #11) play in a midfield role where they have more defending responsibilities and need
to link quickly and efficiently with the fullbacks (#2, #3) in attacking and defending situations. Wingers
will also press the opponent back 4 and will trackback/double down in defending situations, as needed.
This is a defending-based formation

1-4-5-1 Standard Attacking Shape

The following are general characteristics of the 1-4-5-1 standard attacking shape:
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Receive and play in and from the defending third.
Run with the ball into MF and beyond with speed and control.
Are able to combine play with MF players intelligently on entering the MF areas
Can deliver passes with both feet and any surface over a variety of distances with deception and spin if
necessary.
Are able to provide forward-placed players with appropriate passes behind and in front of the defence.
Understand the priorities of defending and the concepts of defensive safety and risk.
Can read and anticipate the play and are then decisive on making decisions.
Are able to defend in 1 v 1 situations from static and fluent circumstances e.g. counter-attacks.
Understand the priorities in individual defending circumstances e.g. Intercept, close space, etc.
Can defend with composure and accuracy.
Have explosive speed over 5 – 15 yds.
Have “pace” and explosiveness in their general movement.
Have “spring” if not height when competing in aerial challenges.
Are mentally “adaptable” in a variety of defending circumstances.

Show and offer to receive the ball in all circumstances.
Receive and ‘hide’ the ball under pressure.
Turn with the ball in a variety of ways as often as possible.
Have one-touch skills with both feet and all surfaces over a varied pass range.
Eliminate immediate MF opponents alone or in combination plays.
Retain possession for the team by using efficient and orthodox passing skills on demand.
Deliver appropriate passes to forwards or forward-moving players with sensitivity and accuracy, aerially
or on the ground over a variety of distances with deception.
Move into goal-scoring positions inside the penalty box as required by the play and score with varied
techniques.
Strike accurate shots at goal from distances of up to 25 yds from goal from varied angles.
Press, track and mark as necessary.
Endure a 90 minute game period with unflagging aerobic and anaerobic resources.
Possess explosive speed over short-range distances in both defending and attacking phases of play.

The positional profiles serve as a framework of the competencies that players will have to demonstrate in
order to advance to the highest levels of play. This is a combination of technical ability and tactical
behaviours that need to be trained in the SFC Player from a young age.

The following profiles will provide a break-down of player qualities that are needed to best suit specific
positions within the 1-4-3-3 formation:

Defenders (#2, #3, #5, #4) Who…

Midfield Players (#6, #8, #10) Who…

Positional Profiles
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Support and “show” for passes behind the defence as the first priority in flank positions.
“Elude” tight marking opponents in order to receive passes in front of the defence in wide and central positions.
Eliminate immediate opponents with “ 0 or 1 touch” contacts on receiving the ball in front of flank defenders.
Turn on receiving the ball to “confront” pressing defenders in flank positions.
Combine with support players to eliminate immediate wide defenders.
Attack opponents with the ball with the intention of eliminating them individually.
Read and interpret opponents defending circumstances in order to “beat” them with varied dribbling skills.
Produce considered, accurate and measured crosses and passes into team-mates in goal-scoring positions, on
the move at optimum speed.
Attack to central areas with and without the ball to contribute to penetrative attacking play in and around the
penalty box.
Score goals with varied surfaces and skills.
Press, support and track in defensive roles as required.
Display “explosive” acceleration and pace both in and out of possession
Display agility with and without the ball.
Have speed endurance resources over a 90 minute period. 

“Show” as passing outlets from players in defending third and deep MF areas.
Understand how to position against/around opponents to cause maximum disadvantage.
Make calculated movements and adopt positions that raise doubts in the minds of defenders as to how to
counteract these individual tactics.
Understand and exploit the spaces between and behind defences to receive passes in goal-scoring and goal-
creating positions.
“Hold up” and retain the ball whilst awaiting support.
Can link/connect with support players with a variety of 1 and 2 touch passes.
Escape man-markers with timely individual movement.
Understand how to “move” opponents from good to poor defending positions to allow others to exploit the space
created.
Turn with the ball as frequently as possible.
Are “proficient” in 1 v 1 circumstances.
Score at the rate of 1 goal per 1.5 games played.
Score instantly with 1 and 2 touches with a variety of skills from any incoming service, or ‘loose’ ball in scoring
positions.
Can accurately read and attack crosses
Possesses good heading technique off of crosses into the penalty area
Can “usher”, trap and contain opponents in possession of the ball in their DF 1/3rd.
Can press and track opponents as appropriate.
Have explosive speed over short to medium distances. 5 – 20 yds.
Have “pace” over longer distances.
Have speed endurance over a 90 minute period.
Have “spring” if not height to contest aerial challenges for the ball.

Wingers (#7, #11) Who…

Central Strikers (#9) Who…



1-4-3-3
ATTACKING
TACTICS
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Forward and penetrative passing are calculated and measured.
Playout from the defending third as a primary option
Progress through the MF third as first priority
Rotation and inter-change of players as appropriate
MF players forward run and support play
Create optimum marking problems for opponents
Utilize wide attacks to outnumber opponents on the flanks and attract opponents from central areas.
Use central striker as the focus in penetrating the opposition backline.
Enter the penalty box from varied angles and positions 

First Priority: Counter Attack
Seek to counter-attack as a first priority when appropriate

Second Priority: Build Up

Based on ball possession and calculated/patterned/inter-changing player movement

Attacking Methods

Team Attacking Shape/Player Movements
Upon gaining/regaining possession, the following player movements should occur in order to
transition into the appropriate team attacking shape:

Goalkeeper (#1)                             Push up-field and stay linked to the back 4 as a “sweeper”
Fullbacks (#2, #3)                          Look to quickly get wide and move into forward flank positions
Centre Backs (#5, #4)                   “Split” to wide positions in order to balance off fullback movements

General Attacking Guidelines
Attacking Priorities
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Penetrating passes over the top of the back 4 into the space behind them
Penetrating passes through spaces between defenders (e.g. through the CB and FB, or through the CB
and CB)
Linking through midfield players to penetrate through the back 4
Balls played into the path of the wingers (#7, #11)
Use the striker (#9) as a “target” player where wingers (#9, #11) and attacking midfield players (#8, #10)
can combine to continue the forward attacking momentum

Midfield Players (#6, #8, #10)      Look to get in “half-turned” attacking positions (#6, #8, #10)
                                                          The strong-side MF player (#8/#10) can get into a supporting position to               
                                                           possibly link with the forwards.
                                                          The weak-side MF player (#8/#10) can push high into a supporting position
                                                           to penetrate through the opposition’s back 4
                                                          Holding MF player (#6) to sit in the central “pocket” in a supporting position  
                                                           – always supporting the ball
Central Striker (#9)                        Get as “high” as possible and play between and behind the centre backs in 
                                                            a “half-turned” position.
Wingers (#7, #11)                          Get “High”, “Wide” and “Inline” with the last defender.

Priority Spaces to Attack / Counter-Attack
The primary attacking space is in behind the opposition’s back 4. This space can be attacked in a few
different ways:
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Immediate long diagonal pass/throw to wingers (#7, #11), or striker (#9) in depth-first option for a quick
counter attack!
Quick roll to centre back who can connect with a fullback, forward or midfield payer to attack
Pass to full back in a wide position who can connect with a forward or midfield payer to attack
Pass, roll or throw to a MF player who can looked to get rightly turned and start the attack

Goalkeeper in Possession

Attacking Options and Patterns
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Play forward ball to the wide winger into the space between the FB and CB, or the winger can come back
to the ball and get it into feet. The FB can also combine with the winger to overlap
Combination play with central midfield players
Play forward ball to strikers’ feet, or play through/over the CB-CB, or FB-CB spaces
Switch around back to either centre back or far full-back
Use goalkeeper in a deep supporting position

Full Back in Possession
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Play forward ball to the wide winger into the space between the FB and CB, or the winger can come back
to the ball and get it into feet. Play wide ball to full backs
Play wide to either full back to get forward
Play forward ball to strikers’ feet, or play through/over the CB-CB, or FB-CB spaces
Use goalkeeper in deep supporting position
Look to switch the point of attack immediately (receive from the strong side of the field and connect to
players on the weak side)

Centre Back in Possession
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Penetrating ball to wingers between/behind the back 4 spaces (CB-CB; CB-FB)
Play into striker’s feet and runoff for combination play, or play a penetrating ball between/behind the
back 4 spaces
Play wide to full-backs who are releasing on forward attacking runs
Combine with another midfield player to get forward
Look to switch the point of attack immediately (receive from the strong side of the field and connect to
players on the weak side)
Make penetrating runs with the ball at the back 4

Central Midfield Player in Possession
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Play back to supporting full-back and make a penetrating run in behind the back 4
Play back to supporting midfield player to change the point of attack – if the winger cannot get forward
Drive down the touchline to get a cross into the penalty area, or cut to goal for a shot at goal
Play diagonal ball over/between the back 4 spaces for the weak-side winger
Combination play with the striker (playing into the strikers feet and making a penetrating run in behind
the FB)

Winger in Possession
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Turn on CB’s and drive to the goal
Play to attacking midfield player and “spin-out” to make a movement in behind the back 4
Play back to either full back and move to the area of support
Combination play with midfield – hold the ball up and play into a MF player who is making a penetrating
run (make a movement after the combination to get to goal for rebounds, etc.)
Combination play with wingers, for either a return penetrating pass, or get into the penalty area to attack
a cross
“Flick” or pass the ball through the back 4 spaces for a winger to run onto

Striker in Possession
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EVERY player on the field has defensive responsibilities.
Controlled and aggressive defending. Pressing as much as possible to win the ball back early,if possible.
Players are to recover back behind the line of the ball once possession is lost.
Regain ball possession as “early” as possible when appropriate.
Concede possession only when opponents establish composed possession in their defending half of the
field and we are outnumbered.
Recover and regain “shape” on losing possession if pressing is not tactically appropriate.
Compact defensive unit before “team” pressing commences and continues.
Team needs to be a compact unit in defence.
Back 4 are responsible for pushing the defending lines forward.
Establish a first defending line around the attacking third of the field – pressure height
Allow no un-coverable space behind the back defending line (back 4)
Prevent wide and central entries into the penalty area as a priority.
Establish as many defending lines (depth) as possible.
Defending as individuals, groups/units and as a team

Team Defending Methods / Responsibilities

Defending Major “Supply Areas”

It is critical that we understand that it is impossible to take away all attacking options from an
opponent. The best defending teams are able to force opponents to attack in areas that they do not
want to attack from/in. The zones below represent the major creating, delivering and scoring areas
that threaten teams most.
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General Defending Guidelines
Defending Priorities
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Zone from which goals will least likely be created and scored.
Tight and desperate defending is not required in this zone.
Attackers should be forced to play inside.

This zone is a bit more dangerous than Zone 1 due to its central proximity to goal, but is still a fairly non-
threatening area to defend.

Dangerous zone for build-up and balls played in behind the back 4
Must be patient and delay the attack in this zone.

Major supply area for crosses into the penalty area.
We must protect this zone by aggressively attacking any ball/opponent in this area and ensuring that
direct attacking and crossing opportunities are eliminated.

This is the most dangerous zone to be defending in. We must protect this zone by aggressively attacking
any ball/opponent in this area and attempting to clear the ball away.
80% of all goals are scored in this zone.

This is the most critical zone in which to stop attacks and entries into the penalty area.
Known as the “Golden Zone”, “the hole”, “the soft spot”
Statistics show that teams are four times more likely to score from playing through this zone, rather than
crossing and finishing
World Cup 2018 – Successful teams played 25 passes from zone 14 to penalty area, compared to
unsuccessful teams who only played 15 passes

Zone 1

Zone 2

Zone 3

Zone 4

Zone 5

Zone 14
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Team is to defend a maximum of 2/3 of the width of the field (2 channels).
Pressing to commence in attacking third or high in the middle third
“Sitting back”, or compacting, as a team should occur in the high defending third and low middle third.
Zonal defending should occur from the top of the defending third and forward. In our penalty area,
defenders should look to mark within their “zone” - “Players score goals, not spaces”
The team should strive to keep play in front of them at all times. It is better to give up space in front of us
than it is to give up space behind us.

Zonal Defending Organization / Terms of Reference
Zonal defending is based on the idea that each defender has a (more or less) definite position in the overall
team defensive formation. Defending players are responsible for “zones” and are not to man-mark (follow
players all over the field). Essentially, the formation's shape remains the same while the players might shift
around. Zonal defending is a very energy-efficient way of pressing the ball and allows teams to organize
themselves defensively in a more structured, efficient and timely manner.

The following team shape guidelines should be applied in defending situations:
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Club Playing Style Game Model

Winger and full back on the weak side need to “tuck in” to create compactness in width.
Strong side full back presses the ball, and strong-side winger applies immediate back pressure and tries
to “double down”.
Centre backs and weak full back establish a defending line as high as possible to take away as much
room for the attacking team as they can.
Midfield players recover centrally and “slide” as a unit to apply pressure to the wide attacking player.
Goalkeeper should play as far out as appropriate to act as a “sweeper” and communicate as much as
possible with the back 4.

Defending Wide Attacks
Quickly regain shape to defend two channels of the field:
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Club Playing Style Game Model

Winger and full back on BOTH sides need to “tuck in” to create compactness in the centre.
Back 4 compact to the centre channel and hold a line as high as possible.
Midfield players recover to the centre channel and apply immediate pressure to the attacking player.
Wingers recover back as appropriate and as needed to double down if in close proximity to the first
attacker.
Goalkeeper should play as far out as appropriate to act as a “sweeper” and communicate as much as
possible with the back 4.

Defending Central Attacks
Quickly regain shape and compact the centre channel of the field:
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Club Playing Style Game Model

Wingers and strikers work together to force the attacking team to play through the middle (eliminate the
wide option).
Midfield players “slide” to the side of the ball.
Attacking midfield players position themselves in the “hole” to intercept and pass or apply immediate
pressure on the ball.
Holding midfield player(s) needs to “sit” in the space behind the other midfield players and adjust
according to how the attack develops.
Back 4 hold a line and needs to take into consideration whether the ball is “open” or “covered” when
deciding when to push the line or drop off. This is to prevent a long ball from being played in behind you.
Goalkeeper should play as far out as appropriate to act as a “sweeper” and communicate as much as
possible with the back 4.

Pressing in the Attacking/Middle Third
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Back 4 compact centrally.
The centre back closest to the ball pressures the attacker and is the first defender.
The other three defenders hold a line approximately 5 yards off of the first defender.
The other centre-back and strong full-back become second defenders.
Priorities are to force the attacker to play a negative pass (backwards), be forced to turn or play a
negative pass to a wide supporting player.
Defenders should look to win the ball if possible as the first priority and then look to contain and slow
down the counter attack to allow for MF support to arrive

Group Defending – Back 4
Shape When Defending a Central Attack
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Back 4 slide over to the side of the ball covering the wing and centre channel.
The fullback pressurizes the attacker immediately. If MF players are in close proximity and the
FB is able to confront the attacker in the middle third of the field, the FB (#2) should force the attacker
inside where CB’s and MF players can double up to win the ball. Any wide attackers in the defending
third should be forced to wide positions to minimize threats.
The centre back closest to the ball becomes the second defender.
Back 4 creates a “hockey stick” shape. The spacing should be approximately 2/3’s of the width of the
field, but never less than half of the width of the field (depending on age and field size). The other three
defenders hold a line approximately 5 yards off of the first defender.
Holding MF player (#6) should slide over to support the pressing FB and CB and act as a “sweeper” in
front of the back 4.
Wingers and strikers (#7 #9, #11) should work hard to apply back pressure and double down

Shape When Defending a Wide Attack
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“Covered Ball” refers to the situation when an attacking player has the ball down field and is UNABLE to
send a long ball forward because of pressure from the forwards and an early confrontation from an MF
player (the attacker is not in a position to play a forward pass).
The defensive line of the Back 4 can either close space by moving forward or stay as they are depending
on their current shape. They should look to keep the space in front of them small in order to quickly
press and/or win any short passes that may be played forward.

Defending a “Covered Ball”
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“Open Ball” refers to the situation when an attacking player has the ball down field and IS ABLE to send a
long ball forward because they have the time and space to do so due to a lack of pressure and a delayed
confronting defending player
The defensive line of the Back 4 needs to drop off and all backs should be ready for a ball to be played
over top of them. Dropping off to the appropriate depth should allow for any forward pass to be played in
front of the back 4. This will allow them to “attack” the ball moving forward to clear it away.
The GK needs to ensure that he/she is in a position to “sweep up” behind the Back 4 in case any ball
does make it through or over the back 4

Defending an “Open Ball”
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Maintain a compact triangle shape defensively.
First defender will be the attacking midfield player closest to the ball. With an inverted midfield, the
“shadow striker” will be the first defender.
The holding midfield player(s) will be the second defender. They provide balance and cover and act as a
second defender to either support the first defender or cut off any central passing lanes. The MF does
not need to “win the ball” to be effective. Good shape and patience from these players will force the
attacker to play wide, or play a negative pass to re-start the attack.

Group Defending - Midfield
Defending a Central Attack
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Maintain a compact triangle shape defensively.
The triangle will “slide” over to the side of the ball.
The midfield player closest to the ball will supply immediate pressure on the attacker with the ball (first
or second defender dependant upon what the full back has done)
The holding midfield player(s) will be the second defender. They provide balance and cover and act as a
second defender to either support the first defender or cut-off any central passing lanes. The MF does
not need to “win the ball” to be effective. Good shape and patience from these players will force the
attacker to play wide, or play a negative pass to re-start the attack.

Defending a Wide Attack
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When the forwards are pressing the Back 4 once possession is lost, they are going to force the
defender(s) to play the ball into the central channel.
The midfield players need to maintain their triangle shape and slide over to the side of the ball (if
necessary).
Look to cut off any passes or press the defender in possession immediately. If done quickly and
efficiently, this can lead to quick counter-attacks and goal scoring opportunities
If pressing is not an option (not enough players in the vicinity of the ball to press), MF players should
immediately drop off and regain their shape to prevent any penetrating passes/counter attacks from
happening through the MF

Support of “Pressing” in the Attacking Third
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It is essential that when possession is lost to the opposing Back 4 or Goalkeeper that the forwards go to
work defensively IMMEDIATELY. The strong side winger needs to completely take away the wide option
and force play into the middle.
The striker must eliminate the ball being switched across the field by angling themselves in a manner
that forces a pass into the middle.
The weak side winger needs to slide across to a more central position to eliminate any switched or
diagonal pass.
MF players will bump into deeper positions in the channels created by the striker and winger to
Intercept any passing/clearing attempts.
Body position is essential to guarantee that defenders cannot play to wide outlets

Pressing the Back 4
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Group Defending - Forwards

Once the ball is lost either behind you or is successfully passed behind you, it is essential that ALL
forwards fight to get back behind the ball, or put back pressure on the first attacker.
The forward closest to the ball should attempt to “Double Up” (1 attacker vs. 2 defenders) on the
attacker with the ball.

Tracking Back to “Double Up”
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Must be an excellent shot-stopper.
Take command of defending third of the field (Zone 4 and 5!!!).
Must be an excellent communicator (especially with the Back 4).

Must “live” to defend – with intensity!
Have pace and agility
Have “spring”, if not height.
Be an excellent ball-winner.
Must be technically good, strong and confident in the air.
Must possess proficient 1v1 defending skills.
Can cope 1v1 in ALL defending situations.
Can read and anticipate the attack.
Able to tactically operate anywhere on the back line.
Are positionally astute.

Must possess proficient 1v1 defending skills.
Can cope 1v1 in ALL defending situations.
Must have a “work horse” defensive mentality.
Must want to win EVERY ball.
Must have excellent aerobic/anaerobic fitness capacities

Ability to “read the play” and force defenders into poor decisions.
Willingness to track back and support the MF.
Willingness to fight tenaciously to win balls in the attacking third.

Goalkeeper:

Defenders:

Midfield:

Forwards:
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Individual Defending Qualities



UNDER 9 / 10
7 V 7 OVERVIEW
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Two defenders/centre backs (#2, #3/ #5, #4). Work together to move forward, and backwards as well as
sliding across the field. In attacking situations, they should be encouraged to get forward and support
the central midfield player and should be encouraged to get into wide positions to receive passes.
One central midfield player (#6) who sits in the central “pocket” between the centre forward and the
defenders. This player can drop between the defenders to become a “centre back” and can also join
attacks to support the striker.
Striker (#9) should be encouraged to stay high on the defenders and stretch the opposition to the off-
side line when his/her team is in possession of the ball. This player should be encouraged to “try to
score goals” at every opportunity.
Two wingers (#7, #11)who immediately get “High”, “Wide” and “In-line” with the last defender in
attacking situations. At this age, these players should be taught to come back and defend and also to
get high in support attacks. They can be coached as “defensive-minded wingers”
Keep all instructions SIMPLE. Encourage players to be brave and creative in attack
Stress the importance of support – always connect to the player with the ball to form “triangles”

The following are general characteristics and basic tactical behaviours of the 1-2-1-3 standard
attacking shape for 7v7 soccer:
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1-2-1-3 Standard Attacking Shape
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Wingers on BOTH sides need to “tuck in” to create compactness in the middle of the field. They should
also be encouraged to “double down” and try to help win the ball if possible
Defenders should “squeeze” together to clog up the middle channel
Midfield player recover to the centre channel and should be encouraged to either drop between the
defenders, if they are caught too far apart, or be encouraged to apply immediate pressure to the
attacking player if possible and try to win the ball back
Goalkeeper should play as far out as appropriate to act as a “sweeper” and communicate as much as
possible with the back 4.
Players should be taught to defend in tight triangles as a basic “shape”

Defending Central Attacks
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Wingers and defenders should “tuck in” to create compactness in width (clog the middle of the field)
Defender on the side of the attack should close space quickly and try to win the ball if possible
Winger on the side of the attack should look to “double-up” on the attacker and try to win the ball back
Midfield player should try to recover centrally between the two defenders, or apply pressure to the ball if
in close enough proximity.
Striker should come back to join the team defending effort and “double up” if possible.
Goalkeeper should play as far out as appropriate to act as a “sweeper” and communicate as much as
possible with the back 4.
Players should be taught to defend in tight triangles as a basic “shape”

Defending Wide Attacks
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Is the player more attacking or defending-minded?
Does the player look more comfortable on the flanks (outside of the park), or in a more central position?
What does the player say he/she likes to do?
What kind of role “sparks” the players' interest in the game?
What are the players' playing tendencies? What do they like to do? What do they not like to do?
Can the player use BOTH feet competently and on a consistent basis?
Does the player possess quickness and pace, or is the player slower?
Is the player able to cross the ball and hit long passes?
Does the player like to tackle and win balls (aggressive)?
Is the player “active” (always busy in defending situations and is quick to join attacks – always wants the
ball), or “static” (tends to work when the ball is in close proximity) in the flow of play?
Any “specialty” characteristics (left foot, strong in the air, very strong ball-winner, etc.)?

Assessing Your Players
It is very important for coaches to take the time at the beginning of the season and throughout, to assess
each player on their team from an individual standpoint. Understanding what every player has to offer will
not only assist in building a team for success but will also optimize a player’s learning potential and ability to
contribute to the team.

Especially at the beginning phase of the season, coaches should experiment with their players and give them
a taste of some different roles and positions. This process will greatly assist in the coaches understanding
of his/her players.

Coaches should approach their team as a puzzle with each player representing a different piece to the
puzzle. It is up to the coach(es) to complete the puzzle with all of the pieces fitting properly together.

Once you have a good understanding of what your players can offer, you can use them as tools in a toolbox.
If there are specific things in the game that need to be fixed to better balance your team then you can draw
upon the right tool to make the repair.

The following points are questions that coaches should be able to answer about EVERY player prior
to deciding the role(s) that an individual player may play on the team:
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7 v 7 Player Profiles
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The following positional profiles have been created to assist coaches in identifying the positions/player
types required for 7v7 play and assigning their players to the appropriate roles.

It is essential that at this age, coaches need to be careful to not “pigeon-hole” players into one set
position (GK’s may be an exception). The following guidelines will aid coaches in identifying the appropriate
roles for each individual player.
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Positional Characteristics



UNDER 11 / 12
8 V 8 OVERVIEW
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One centre back (#5). In attacking situations he/she should be encouraged to get forward and support
the central midfield player and should be encouraged to get into wide positions to receive passes.
Two full backs (#2, #3)
One central midfield player (#6) who sits in the central “pocket” between the centre forward and the
defenders. This player can drop between the defenders to become a “centre back” and can also join
attacks to support the striker.
Striker (#9) should be encouraged to stay high on the defenders and stretch the opposition to the off-
side line when his/her team is in possession of the ball. This player should be encouraged to “try to
score goals” at every opportunity.
Two wingers (#7, #11)who immediately get “High”, “Wide” and “In-line” with the last defender in
attacking situations. At this age, these players should be taught to come back and defend and also to
get high in support attacks. They can be coached as “defensive-minded wingers”
Keep all instructions SIMPLE. Encourage players to be brave and creative in attack
Stress the importance of support – always connect to the player with the ball to form “triangles”

The following are general characteristics and basic tactical behaviours of the 1-3-1-3 standard attacking
shape for 8v8 soccer:
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1-3-1-3 Standard Attacking Shape
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Wingers (#7, #11) on BOTH sides need to “tuck in” to create compactness in the middle of the field. They
should also be encouraged to “double down” and try to help win the ball if possible
Defenders (#2, #3, #5) should get tight with each other to protect the middle channel
Fullbacks (#2, #3) on BOTH sides need to “tuck in” to create compactness in the middle of the field.
Midfield player recover to the centre channel and should be encouraged to apply immediate pressure to
the attacking player if possible and try to win the ball back
Centre back (#5) should act as the second defender to support the central midfield player
The striker (#9) should track back and try to join the team in defending. He/she should be encouraged to
“double down” and try to win the ball if in close proximity
Goalkeeper should play as far out as appropriate to act as a “sweeper” and communicate as much as
possible with the back 4.
Players should be taught to defend in tight triangles as a basic “shape”

Defending Central Attacks
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Wingers and defenders should “tuck in” to create compactness in width (clog the middle of the field)
The strong side fullback pressurizes the attacker immediately. If MF players are in close proximity and
the FB is able to confront the attacker in the middle third of the field, the FB (#2) should force the
attacker inside where CB and MF players can double up to win the ball. Any wide attackers in the
defending third should be forced to wide positions to minimize threats.
The centre back closest to the ball becomes the second defender.
Back 3 creates a “hockey stick” shape. The spacing should be approximately 2/3’s of the width of the
field, but never less than half of the width of the field. The other two defenders hold a line approximately
5 yards off of the first defender.
Winger on the side of the attack should look to “double-up” on the attacker and try to win the ball back
Midfield player should try to recover centrally into the “hole” between the defenders and forwards
Striker should come back to join the team defending effort and “double-up” if possible.
Goalkeeper should play as far out as appropriate to act as a “sweeper” and communicate as much as
possible with the back 4.
Players should be taught to defend in tight triangles as a basic “shape”

Defending Wide Attacks
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Is the player more attacking or defending-minded?
Does the player look more comfortable on the flanks (outside of the park), or in a more central position?
What does the player say he/she likes to do?
What kind of role “sparks” the players' interest in the game?
What are the players' playing tendencies? What do they like to do? What do they not like to do?
Can the player use BOTH feet competently and on a consistent basis?
Does the player possess quickness and pace, or is the player slower?
Is the player able to cross the ball and hit long passes?
Does the player like to tackle and win balls (aggressive)?
Is the player “active” (always busy in defending situations and is quick to join attacks – always wants the
ball), or “static” (tends to work when the ball is in close proximity) in the flow of play?
Any “specialty” characteristics (left foot, strong in the air, very strong ball winner, etc.)?

Assessing Your Players

It is very important for coaches to take the time at the beginning of the season and throughout, to assess
each player on their team from an individual standpoint. Understanding what every player has to offer will
not only assist in building a team for success but will also optimize a player’s learning potential and ability to
contribute to the team.

Especially at the beginning phase of the season, coaches should experiment with their players and give them
a taste of some different roles and positions. This process will greatly assist in the coaches understanding
of his/her players.

Coaches should approach their team as a puzzle with each player representing a different piece to the
puzzle. It is up to the coach(es) to complete the puzzle with all of the pieces fitting properly together.

Once you have a good understanding of what your players can offer, you can use them like tools in a
toolbox. If there are specific things in the game that need to be fixed to better balance your team
then you can draw upon the right tool to make the repair.

The following points are questions that coaches should be able to answer about EVERY player prior
to deciding the role(s) that an individual player may play on the team:
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8 v 8 Player Profiles
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The following positional profiles have been created to assist coaches in identifying the positions/player
types required for 8v8 play and assigning their players to the appropriate roles.

It is essential that at this age, coaches need to be careful to not “pigeon-hole” players into one set
position (GK’s may be an exception). The following guidelines will aid coaches in identifying the appropriate
roles for each individual player.
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Positional Characteristics



PRACTICE
PRIORITIES
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The following definitions have been developed to ensure that you have an understanding of how to plan
and deliver a variety of practice sessions. Functional Practices, Small-Sided Games, Phase of Play
Practices and Eleven-a-side games will be used to deliver the contents of the Club Playing Concept.
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*(See GAG Methodology in Club GAG document)
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Definitions of General Practice Structures

Technical Practice:
Is an unopposed practice with an emphasis on the development of a game technique. Challenges to the
development of the technique may be gradually introduced and will be in the form of increased or decreased
time, area, target or degree of difficulty in practice depending on the rate of improvement in the players’
performance.
Skill Practice:
Is an opposed practice with the emphasis on developing the bond of technique and decision making. The
practice contains objectives for all players which are derived from the technical theme being practiced. In
appropriate areas, the number of players involved and imposed “conditions” will vary around the skill theme
for development.
Functional Practice:
Is a practice situation in which a player or small group of players develop an understanding of their attacking
and/or defending roles, responsibilities and accompanying skills. Practice will be best suited in the area of
the field where the player operates in a game and only players who are primary and secondary in the
development of role understanding are involved in the practice.
Small Sided Game:
Is a directional game-practice situation involving Goalkeepers playing in teams less than eleven-a-side. It can
be utilized for the coach to work technically or tactically and is ideal for developing the principles of play and
team understanding. Working areas are adapted to suit the reduced numbers of players and official game
rules are applied although some may be modified. The coach will usually work with one team and on one
theme of work.
‘Squad’ Practice:
Is a directional, game-type practice situation in which the playing area may be appropriately divided or zoned
to suit the numbers and the needs of the activity. Goals or targets of some design are employed to signify
the successful end of attacks and squad practices can be used for the development of either individual,
group or unit technical or tactical elements of the game.
Phase of Play:
Is a practice situation utilizing the full width of the pitch but with a reduced length. Involves team units of
players attacking or defending against opponents and is ideal for developing group, unit and team tactical
understanding.
Eleven-a-Side Practice (11v11):
Is the final progression in practice and is utilized to develop team tactical understanding and takes place on
a full-sized pitch with game rules applied. The practice seeks to establish an understanding of player role
and responsibility and group and team tactical understanding in attacking or defending situations and is
often best employed when work is conducted in the different thirds of the pitch. The coach usually works
with only one team around one theme.
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U13 - U18 Practice Priorities

Counter Attack from the MF 1/3rd and defending half regains of possession.
Developing Play from the GK’s possession.
Playing out from the defending 1/3 from a throw
Counterattack from GK’s collecting the ball
Dribble & Drive on the diagonal.
Developing play from back players’ possession in the defending 1/3 and defending 1/2 to supply and/or
break into MF areas
Receiving and movement skills & “understanding” from MF players
Supplying forward players as a priority
Interchanges and movement amongst players ahead of the CB’s
MF runs up to and ahead of forward players
Flank attacking to produce crossing opportunities
Playing with three forwards
Wing play with #7 / #11
Flank play with the #7 / #11 / #2 / #3 players combining
Wide players linking play with #9
Wide players vacating the flanks (Why / When / How?)
Playing with a “lone striker”
Playing with a “shadow striker”
Linking into MF play
Linking with the #9
Receiving and releasing forward players
Running at defences

General Practice Content
Teams should look to address the following components in practice on a consistent basis. Heavy emphasis
is to be placed on possessing the ball (inter-passing and supporting movements) in different scenarios
(counter-attacking, playing out of dangerous areas, slow build-up’s, etc.), as well as positioning (tactically
and body position to receive/pass the ball). Patterned passing sequences and attacking sequences also
need to be introduced to players at young ages and built on as they become older and more experienced.

Possession – keeping possession of the ball (inter-passing and movement)
Position – passing/receiving a pass; positioning in attacking and defending situations
Pattern – reading, creating and playing out of patterns in attacking and defending situations
Protection – protecting major creating, delivering and scoring that pose the greatest threats
Penalties – attacking and defending set pieces (free kicks, corner kicks, etc.)

Attacking Tactical Play
1.
2.

3.

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.

11. Attacking Set Plays in central and flank areas in the attacking half
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Attacking Technical Content
1. Development and retention of possession (opposed directional practice)
2. “Fast”, quick and early ground passing (foot surface variety)
3. Passing with side and backspin over varied distances in the air and ground passes
4. “Switching play “ passing skills (20-60yd passes-ground and aerial)
5. One-touch passing skills – all distances
6. Measured “through” passes
7. Clever, un-orthodox, un-expected passes over 10 – 40 yds
8. Receiving on the move at speed –ground and aerial passes
9. Personal and group “ball retention” skills (1st touch and “bodywork” skills)
10. Individual space & time-making skills
11. Understanding of “movement” necessity and capability
12. Group and team interchange and movement skills
13. Player combination skills. (Wall passes,take-overs,”foot-on” etc)
14. Running with the ball away from and at opponents and spaces.
15. Releasing and combining with others on a run with the ball.
16. Crossing & Finishing Skills in context.
17. POSITIONAL AND “TACTICAL- TECHNICAL” BALL WORK. (e.g. FB advancing down flanks, Back 4
changing play, MF overlap)

Defensive Tactical Play
1. Pressing with three forwards in attacking 1/2
2. Pressing with three forwards and a “shadow striker “
3. Team pressing/compression of the play
4. Recovering, and defending from a deeper line - how deep?
5. Defending in the defending half early and deeper
6. “Sliding and squeezing” as a team
7. A “compact” defensive unit- “narrow and shallow”
8. Defending in the defending1/3
9. “Unit” defending
10. Whole team 11 v 11 defending
11. Defending set plays in the defending 1/3 -” zonal orientation”
12. Read, anticipate, prioritize and act decisively

Defensive Technical Content
1. Defending alone in a counter-attack context
2. Showing both “infield and outside”
3. “Screening” opponents preferred pass options
4. Pressing (from front and rear)
5. Interceptions, Spoiling, Challenging, Blocking - Passes, crosses and strikes
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6. “Shifting” and “turning” in “tight” defending situations
7. Heading from a variety of ball trajectories
8. One-touch clearance / “directing” skills (head, volley, etc.)
9. Bodywork – receiving and protecting the ball

13-14 Years Old

Have Acquired…
1. Efficient, orthodox ball-control skills
2. Efficient short-range passing skills (10-25 yds)
3. Receive and release with a surface variety
4. Basic understanding of support play
5. Effective ‘turns’ with the ball – limited variety
6. Basic ball manipulation/maneuver skills
7. Basic ball–retention understanding and skills
8. Some players – some dribbling skills
9. Basic running with the ball abilities
10. Basic heading skills
11. Pressing and marking skills

Need to Learn…
1. Increased range of controlling skills (Surfaces-flight, height, speed)
2. Extended variety of short-range, medium-range, passing skills
3. Pass and combination play with others – e.g. wall pass, overlap play
4. Development of ‘feel’ for the ball on contact skills, e.g. control, pass, shoot, cross, etc.
5. Appropriate disguise/deception to all contact skills
6. Ability to protect and maneuver the ball under pressure
7. Improved head skills
8. Support play with ‘movement’ appreciation
9. Safety, risk in possession skills
10. Running with the ball
11. Marking, tracking and challenging skills in co-operation with others
12. Reading of the game defensively – for interceptions, challenges, etc.

15-16 Years Old

Have Acquired…
1. Coping 1v1 (attacking and defending) as appropriate to self, situation and opponent.
2. Assured and efficient basic control, passing and support skills and developing the ability to
disguise intention as appropriate.
3. Basic ball retention skills (Screening and maneuvering the ball)
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4. Extended, though not comprehensive range of passing skills (increased range, repertoire, sensitivity)
5. Basic movement skills and resultant effect (Small numbers of players)
6. Knowledge and selection of wall-pass, overlap, take-over (combined play)
7. Knowledge of circumstance and the value of running with the ball
8. Improved dribbling skills and application where ‘appropriate’
9. Improved “feel” on all contact skills
10. Changing of ball position and of ‘play’, personally and for benefit of the team
11. Improved heading skills
12. 1 v 1 defending skills – press, mark and track etc
13. Basic understanding of cover and defensive positioning
14. How, when, if to intercept, spoil or challenge for the ball
15. Ability to read the game and begin to prioritize decision making and actions

Need to Learn…
1. Escaping man-markers and operating when man-marked
2. Using body on receiving the ball and in possession of the ball; to protect possession
3. Clever personal and positional-specific movements.
4. Movement and benefits of simple interchanges of position
5. Increased variety of pass and control skills with an appropriate disguise
6. Increased, improved heading skills
7. Increased understanding of safety, risk and the use of team possession for tactical reasons
8. Movement and movement of defenders from good defending positions for team attacking advantage
9. Increased understanding of group and team defending 8v8 into 11v11
10. Defending when outnumbered and against combination play
11. Recognition and employment of counter-attack option

17-19 Years Old

Have Acquired - Attacking
1. ‘Clean’ extended range and varied contact skills – controlling touch, distribution skills,
shooting, crossing etc.
2. All aspects of support and movement fully understood
3. Ability to respond appropriately to other players’ movement
4. Create space for self and team and effectively use the space created in possession
5. Appropriate application of feint/dummy on receiving the ball
6. Ability to play 1 and 2 touch effectively
7. Know how to cope 1v1 – dribble, combine, simple pass according to the situation and individual
skill/characteristics
8. Operating if man-marked
9. Changing the direction of play
10. Understanding of priorities in the use of possession according to personal and team play requirements
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Have Acquired – Defending
1. Marking and how to ‘man-mark’
2. ‘Pressing’ skills and ‘splitting’ opponents
3. Tracking opponents
4. Defending when not “immediately” involved against the ball e.g. sliding, covering, squeezing out
5. Defending in units, e.g. back 4, mark, cover, etc.
6. Defending against combination play
7. Handing over opponents to team-mates
8. Reading and anticipating the developing play
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U9 - U10 Practice Priorities

General Practice Content
Technique – developing all techniques on BOTH sides of the body, using multiple contact surfaces
Technique on Demand – technique under the pressure of time, space and an opponent
Possession – very basic inter-passing and supporting movement – playing away from defenders
Speed of Play – moving the ball, supporting and attacking quickly
Position – body shape when receiving a pass; positioning in attacking and defending situations

Passing (long, short, inside of the foot, crosses)
Receiving (balls on ground, balls in air)
Dribbling (beating challenges from the front, behind, side)
Finishing (instep, inside of foot, volleys, half volleys, headers)
Heading (basic introduction to proper technique)
Individual Defending (very basic introduction)

1v1 - 3v3 games to develop technical skills
First defender (role of pressure) and Second Defender (role of cover)
Combination play (wall pass, takeover, overlap)
Angles of Support
Possession (small games 2v1, 3v1, 4v2).

Create a fun practice environment
Introduce competition to the training environment
Begin to create students of the game. Encourage players to attend professional games, or watch them
on TV
Promote lifestyle of an athlete; nutrition, game preparation, post game

Technical Skills

Tactical

Psychological
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All fitness is done with the ball or is agility based
Focus on developing player coordination and balance with the ball.

All training should be fun
Sessions should be devoted to 1v1, 2v2, 3v3 games to develop techniques with the main focus  on
attacking
All training should involve transition
Players should be going to goal as often as possible
Begin keeping score throughout the year to make games competitive

Physical

Training Focus

U11 - U12 Practice Priorities
General Practice Content

Technique – developing all techniques on BOTH sides of the body, using multiple contact surfaces
Technique on Demand – technique under the pressure of time, space and an opponent
Possession – keeping possession of the ball (inter-passing and supporting movement)
Speed of Play – moving the ball, supporting and attacking quickly
Position – body shape when receiving a pass; positioning in attacking and defending situations
Pattern – reading, creating and playing out of patterns in attacking and defending situations
Protection – protecting central attacking areas and preventing entries into the penalty area

Passing (long, short, inside of the foot, crosses)
Proper technique for instep, inside and outside. Work on short and long.
Receiving - Body behind the ball, cushion balls that are on the ground, bouncing, and in the air. All
surfaces from the partner on the move.
1v1 attacking behaviours (courage in beating challenges from the front, behind, side)
Finishing (instep, inside of foot, volleys, half volleys, headers)
Proper striking of the ball plant foot, “toe down; heal up”, and ankle locked, strike ball with instep and
follow through. Hitting moving balls.
Heading (basic introduction to proper technique)
Self serve to Partner serve jumping to head and partner juggling
Individual Defending.

Basic principles of play.
Promote attacking soccer
1v1 - 3v3 games to develop technical skills
First defender (role of pressure) and Second Defender (role of cover)
Combination play (wall pass, takeover, overlap)
Angles of Support
Possession (small games 2v1, 3v1, 4v2)

Technical Skills

Tactical
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Create a fun practice environment.
Introduce competition to the training environment.
Encourage decision-making.
Increase demands
Discipline
Begin to create students of the game. Encourage players to attend professional games, or watch them
on TV; take your team to college games or watch older teams in the club
Promote lifestyle of an athlete; nutrition, game preparation, post-game

All fitness is done with the ball or is agility-based.
Focus on developing player coordination and balance with the ball.

All training should be fun.
Sessions should be devoted to 1v1, 2v2, 3v3 games to develop techniques with the main focus on
attacking.
All training should involve transition
Players should be going to the goal as often as possible.
Begin keeping score throughout the year to make games competitive.

Psychological

Physical

Training Focus
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